2012-2013 PIAA District III Class AAA Boys Team Tennis Quarterfinal match results

#8 Hershey 3, #1 Cumberland Valley 0

#1 Singles: Ethan Lynn CV vs Elbert Mets 6-4, 5-2 DNF
#2 Singles: Milo Nagle CV vs Ben Wagner 6-2, 5-4 DNF
#3 Singles: Ben Gette H def. Luke Clahane 6-2, 7-5
#1 Doubles: Aaron Ellenberger / Jacob Jastrebski H def. Gregg Ballew / Arsalan Khan 6-2, 6-0
#2 Doubles: David Muscalus / Kabir Singh H def. Anant Gupta / Sonjay Sood 6-3, 6-3

#4 Hempfield 3, #5 Exeter Twp. 1

#1 Singles: Derek Hagino H def. Nolan Perugini 6-4, 6-4, 6-4
#2 Singles: Johah Buczewski E def. Tommy Athey 6-4, 6-3
#3 Singles: Kyle Lamb H vs Ryan Lessig 6-3, 7-5, 5-4 DNF
#1 Doubles: Nate Martinez / Calvin Athey H def. Logan Gettis / Angel Moyer 6-1, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Ryan Kassees / Austin Kintner H def. Erik DeMotta / Owen Halsey 6-1, 6-1

#3 Manheim Twp. 3, #6 Manheim Central 1

#1 Singles: Josh Kaiser MC def. Bobby Belser 6-3, 6-0
#2 Singles: Griffin Clark MT def. Jack Rathmell 6-2, 6-4
#3 Singles: Colin Wolgemuth MC vs Ben Wirth 6-3, 1-2
#1 Doubles: Dan Ansel / John Kitsock MT def. Chris Good / Alastair Proud 6-3, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Ben Weiner / Tyler Lewin MT def. Austin King / Jackson Crouse 6-1, 6-1

#2 Dallastown 3, #7 South Western 2

#1 Singles: Anthony Miserendino SW def. John Schmitt 6-2, 7-6 (2)
#2 Singles: Kyle Salaga DT def. Quin Meyer 6-2, 7-6(1), 7-5
#3 Singles: Payce Berridge DT def. Michael Fabrick 6-3, 6-4
#1 Doubles: Michael Gibbs / Dalton Childs DT def. Jordan Heavel / Joe Harrison 6-2, 6-3
#2 Doubles: Brett Rudisell / Ben Sentz SW def. Nick Bailey / Nick Jones 6-4, 6-7 (3), 6-1
2012-2013 PIAA District III Class AAA Boys Team Tennis
Semifinal match results

#4 Hempfield 3, #8 Hershey 0

#1 Singles: Derek Hagino H def. Elbert Mets 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Tommy Athey H def. Ben Wagner 6-1, 6-2
#3 Singles: Ben Gettle Her vs Klye Lamb 7-6 (3), 3-3 DNF
#1 Doubles: Aaron Ellenberger/Jacob Jastrzebski Her vs Nate Matinez/Calvin Athey 6-3, 3-5 DNF
#2 Doubles: Ryan Kassees/Austin Kintner H def. David Muscalus/Kasir Singh 7-5, 6-4

#3 Manheim Township 4, #2 Dallastown 0

#1 Singles: Bobby Belser MT def. John Schmitt 7-5, 6-2
#2 Singles: Griffin Clark MT def. Kyle Salaga 6-1, 7-5
#3 Singles: Ben Wirth MT vs Bryce Berridge 4-6, 6-1, 1-0 DNF
#1 Doubles: Dan Ansel/John Kitsock MT def. Michael Gibbs/Dalton Childs 6-3, 6-1
#2 Doubles: Ben Weiner/Tyler Lewin MT def. Nick Barley/Nick Jones 6-4, 6-4

Third-place match results

#3 Dallastown 3, #8 Hershey 1

#1 Singles: John Schmitt DT def. Elbert Mets 6-3, 6-2
#2 Singles: Kyle Salaga DT def. Ben Wagner 6-2, 7-5
#3 Singles: Payce Berridge DT vs Ben Gette 4-6, 6-2, 4-2 DNF
#1 Doubles: Michael Gibbs/Dalton Childs DT def. Aaron Ellenberger/Jacob Jastrzebski 7-5, 7-6(4)
#2 Doubles: David Muscalus/Kabir Singh H def. Nick Jones/Nick Barley 4-6,7-5,6-3

Championship match results

#2 Manheim Township 3, #4 Hempfield 2

#1 Singles: Derek Hagino H def. Bobby Belser 6-0, 6-0
#2 Singles: Griffin Clark MT def. Tommy Athey 6-1, 6-3
#3 Singles: Ben Wirth MT def. Kyle Lamb 3-6, 6-2, 6-1
#1 Doubles: Nate Martinez/Calvin Athey H def. Dan Ansel/John Kitsock 6-1, 7-6(7)
#2 Doubles: Ben Weiner/Tyler Lewin MT def. Ryan Kassees/Austin Kintner 4-6, 6-4, 7-5